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SAJU MAKGI-

JIRUGI 

FOUR DIRECTIONAL BLOCK/PUNCH 

(12 MOVES) 
 

The Seed 

 
 

Begin in a double parallel ready stance 

1. Move the right foot to C forming a left front stance toward D while executing a left 

knife-hand low block to D. 

2. Maintain stance while executing a left outward forearm block toward D. 

3. Move the right foot to D forming a right front stance toward D while executing a 

right middle lunge punch to D. 

4. Move the right foot to A forming a left front stance toward B while executing a left 

knife-hand low block to B. 

5. Maintain stance while executing a left outward forearm block toward B. 

6. Move the right foot to B forming a right front stance toward B while executing a 

right middle lunge punch to B. Hi-Yah! 

7. Move the right foot to A turning your body clockwise, forming a right front stance 

toward A while executing a right knife-hand low block to A. 

8. Maintain stance while executing a right outward forearm block toward A. 

9. Move the left foot to A forming a left front stance toward A while executing a left 

middle lunge punch to A. 

10. Move the left foot to D forming a right front stance toward C while executing a  

right knife-hand low block to C. 

11. Maintain stance while executing a right outward forearm block toward C. 

12. Move the left foot to C forming a left front stance toward C while executing a left 

middle lunge punch to C. Hi-Yah! 

END: Bring the left foot back to D, turn your body clockwise facing D and return to 

ready stance. 

 

 

 



 

SPARRING COMBINATIONS 
(DONE FROM FIGHTNG STANCE) 

 (Say sparring combination before you perform them. Do not say right or left 

before each move, just the move.) 

1. Right front kick, Left front kick, Left lunge punch, Right reverse 
punch. 

2. Right round kick, Left round kick, Left lunge punch, Right reverse 

punch. 

(Perform in left fighting stance also.) 

DEFENSIVE COMBINATIONS 
(DONE FROM A NON ASSUMING STANCE) 

 

#1 

ALTERNATING MACES 
(front- two handed push) 

 

Talk through 
1. Step back to 6 o clock, inward forearm block and check low. 

2. Parry  
 3. Vertical punch 

4. Parry 
5. Back fist 

6. Push cross out and yell 
 

Detailed 
1. With your feet together, and as your opponent pushes you with two hands, step back with your left foot to 
6:00 into a right neutral front stance (facing 12:00). Simultaneously execute a right inward forearm block to 

the outside of your opponent's left arm (above the elbow), while your left hand cocks to your left hip to check. 
2. Immediately collapse your right arm across the top of both of your opponent's arms (to act as a 

check),  
3. As you deliver a left vertical thrust punch to your opponent's sternum or solar plexus, while 

torquing into a right forward front stance. Remember both stance change and punch must work in 
synchronization with each other in order to maximize the force of the punch. 

4. Have your left hand (after the punch, shift to palm open and down) on top of both your opponent's 
arms and grab your attackers left wrist (to check). 

5. Have your right hand travel inside of your left arm and out into a right outward back knuckle strike to the 
right temple of your opponent, while pivoting back into a right neutral front stance. (The torque stemming 
from the stance change will greatly increase the whipping action of your right hand). #4 and #5 are done 

simultaneously. 
6. Immediately have your right hand snap back into a checking position. Push cross out and yell. 



 
#2 

CAPTURED TWIGS 
(rear- bear hug arms pinned at the naval) 

 

Talk Through 
1. Pin their hands, step over to horse stance, and hammer fist to the groin 

2. Pull back to cat stance, check, and see who it is 
3. Stomp on the nearest foot 

4. Obscured elbow 
5. Push cross out and yell 

Detailed 
1. With your feet together and your opponent's arms around you, pin your opponent's hands (to your body) 

with your left hand. Simultaneously step to 9:00 with your left foot into a horse stance, facing 12:00, as 
execute a right backwards hammer fist strike to your opponent's groin. 

2. Immediately pull your right foot back into a right cat stance (turning 90 degrees while facing 3:00) as 
your left hand releases the pin, clears your opponent's left arm, giving you a clear view of who's s attacking 

you. Simultaneously cover your face with your left hand as your right hand covers your groin as a check. 
3. Apply a right heel stomp to your opponent's right instep. 

4. Slide your right foot toward 4:30 into a horse stance, facing 1:30. Immediately have your right forearm 
contour up the middle of your opponent's body as you execute a right vertical elbow strike to the underside 

of your opponent's chin.  
5. Push cross out and yell. 

 
#3 

GRASP OF DEATH 
(back flanking headlock) 

 

Talk Through 

1. Tuck and turn the chin into the armpit 
2. Step forward into kneeling front stance, grab their wrist 
3. Monkey bite the thigh as you pull their arm off your neck 

4. C-Step around their foot into horse stance 
5. Twist the wrist and pull their arm up 

6. Downward forearm strike to the triceps 
7. Check the elbow 

8. Vertical punch to the base of the skull 
9. Push cross out and yell 

Detailed 
1. With you bent forward and your opponent to your left applying a headlock with their right arm, initiate 

by tucking your chin to the left and against your chest, as you grab your opponent's right wrist with your right 
hand and anchor. 

2.  Step forward toward 12:00 into a right close kneeling front stance. This is to check your attackers right 
knee with your left. 

3. Grab your opponent's right inner thigh (or groin if they are male) with your left hand and pinching the flesh 
of that leg with as much strength as possible. Your opponent will experience a horse bite effect if it is done 
correctly. Be sure you continue checking the outside of your opponent's right leg with your left knee. #1, #2, 

and #3 are done simultaneously. 
4. As your opponent reacts to your pinch and releases their grip, take your left foot and step in towards your 

right foot and out to 11:00 into a left kneeling front stance. Your right hand is still holding their right wrist.  
5. Have your right hand bring their right arm over your head and down to your chest, twisting their arm. 

Make sure that your right forearm angles diagonally while acting as a check. #4 and #5 are done 
simultaneously.  

6. Strike the back of your opponent's right tricep with your left forearm while pulling your attackers arm in 
and toward you with your right hand. This action should cause your opponent to step forward with their left 

foot prior to bending over at the waist. 
7. Roll your left forearm on the back of your opponent's right elbow until your left forearm is parallel to 

the ground. Now slide your left hand to your opponent's right elbow. Press your left elbow to your attackers 
right shoulder blade. 

8. While controlling your opponent's 
right elbow with your left hand, pivot into a transitional left forward front stance, facing 11:00 as you 

immediately execute a right snapping vertical punch to the base of your opponent's skull, behind their 



right mastoid bone. 
9. Push cross out and yell. 


